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Awakening The Magdala Within
Imagine . . . Walking in the footsteps of Mary Magdalene in the ancient land of
Israel. Visiting sacred sites where she loved, lived and laughed. Discovering sacred
pathways within yourself that help you enter a divine process of becoming whole
and holy. Experiencing the nurturing beauty of Israel’s countryside.
The Divine Plan Healing School invites you to participate in our unprecedented, exclusive
and sacred spiritual retreat in Israel, where Mary Magdalene lived in the first century.
Harriët Kroon, the Heart of the Divine Plan Healing School and Channel of The Mary
Magdalene Light will lead this women-only retreat.
The Mary Magdalene Light is the purest of pure feminine Spiritual Light and we will use it as
a portal to connect with The Mother of All That Is. Several aspects of the Divine Feminine
will speak and work through Harriët to initiate The Magdala Within You, the sacred and
secret Divine Feminine Vessel for Pure Unconditional Love. This initiation will allow you to
grow to a whole new level of being a woman.
 For a more personalized experience, we have places for 8 women only.
 Although this retreat is not a guided tour, we will visit many sacred sites
where Mary Magdalene walked and lived.
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What You Will Receive
1)

The Ignition of The Magdala Within You

You will gain an unprecedented, priceless initiation for your personal and spiritual evolution
which will keep unfolding over time, once you are back home. To ignite the Mother Goddess
or The Magdala Within, hidden and holy pathways within your blueprint will be awakened:
 The sacred connection between your womb and heart
 The sacred connection between your womb and ovaries
 The sacred connection between your ovaries and breasts
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We will remain fully clothed during our work.
Not to worry if you are missing any of the feminine organs in the physical. Their energetic
blueprint will still be functioning and this is what we will address and work with.

Once you have opened the three sacred pathways, you will enter a divine process of
becoming whole and holy within yourself. Little by little and over time, you will become more
grounded into the Earth Mother and your vessel will gently start to hold more and more
Ultimate Unconditional Love from The Mother of All That Is.
Your connection with The Primordial Mother will continue to grow stronger and steadier
over time. Eventually, this ever so nurturing and soothing Divine Love, pouring out of you,
will silently bless all humans, animals and plants as you meet them on your path.
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Walking in the Footsteps of Mary Magdalene

For our sacred inner work, we will not only gather in our studio, but also walk in the
footsteps of Mary Magdalene. We will visit sacred sites around the Sea of Galilee (also
known as Lake Tiberias or Lake Kinnereth), where Mary Magdalene walked her talk in the
company of Yeshua, the man who helped awaken Her Light. You will visit:
 The excavations of the first-century town of Magdala, where Mary Magdalene
lived. In its first-century synagogue, the famous Magdala Stone was unearthed. It
is very well possible that Yeshua taught in this synagogue, as it was His custom
when He visited a town, to enter into the synagogue to teach.
 The Sea of Galilee. You will embark on an enjoyable boat tour on this extensive
and breathtaking lake where Mary Magdalene bathed and helped fishermen.
 The Jesus Boat Museum. The Jesus Boat is a first-century fishing boat recently
discovered in the Sea of Galilee.
 St. Peter’s House, where Yeshua used to live and have his own room. The entire
town is excavated and you will enter the first-century synagogue where Yeshua
spoke accompanied by Mary Magdalene.
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We will not rush like
tourists, you will be given
ample time to experience
and take in the unique
energies at all these sites.
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A Rejuvenating Five-Night Stay at Kibbutz Inbar

You will stay in a magical area of Israel not far from the sea of Galilee, the ultimate location
to work with The Mary Magdalene Light and the Divine Feminine Force behind All That Is.
Kibbutz Inbar is situated in northern Israel, surrounded by the Galilean hills and looks out to
the Sea of Galilee and the Beit Hakerem valley. The beautiful scenery will enhance the
unique experience of our magical retreat.
Traditionally, a kibbutz is a collective community based on agriculture. Kibbutz Inbar is the
smallest kibbutz in Israel with only about 10 members and the setting is rural, simple,
rejuvenating, down to earth and full of love.
Your stay includes housing and vegetarian meals in Inbar’s Country Guest House. The guest
rooms are surrounded by shady lawns and scenic sitting areas. Each room includes air
conditioning, a shower, bathroom and a coffee and tea nook.
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FREE BONUS: Profound Energetic Preparation
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The depth of this sacred retreat requires a profound energetic preparation. Therefore, you
will receive a few months of working with The Mary Magdalene Light without any charge.
The Preparation Period will start as soon as you register and includes:
 The 22 Rays of The Mary Magdalene Light, a unique and uplifting email program
from the 1st to the 22nd of February. Each morning you receive an email that delivers
The Ray of The Day, one special quality of The Mary Magdalene Light. As soon as you
open it, your heart will receive a boost of joyful and healing Light!
Value: €222.22 euro.
 24 Hour participation in The Mary Magdalene Light Transmission on the 22nd of
February. This includes a 1 hour focused healing (remote).
Value: €24.95 euro.
 3 Essence vibrations to prepare your vessel for The Awakening of The Magdala
Within. You will use one bottle at a time, until the starting date of the retreat.
Value: €89.94 euro + shipping.
 A one hour preparation call with Harriët in February (Skype or Zoom).
Value: €150 euro.
When you add it all up, the value of this Preparation Period is almost €500 euro. But how
can you put a price on your growth, healing and self-worth?
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No Worries, Excellent Care

You will not have to worry about anything, for you will be nurtured at all levels.
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Our unique retreat includes:
 Five nights at Kibbutz Inbar
 Vegetarian breakfast, lunch and
dinner on all retreat days
 Dinner the day of arrival
 Breakfast the day of departure
 Snacks and drinks at our retreat
venue
 Transport and entrance to all the
sacred sites
 Boat tour on the Sea of Galilee
 Retreat materials
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Experiences with Harriët’s Retreats
The Light that Harriët brings forth fulfills the heart
‘The quality of the event was very high and professional. Harriët is a masterful Spiritual
Teacher. The meditations were very deep and profound and the Light that Harriët brings
forth is deeply penetrating, fulfilling the heart with the possibility to change. It was a
wonderful weekend with lovely people.’
~ David, England
Rebirth Weekend, mini-retreat in Amsterdam, May 2019

Definitely a turning point in my life
‘A life-changing journey
with immense gifts. I
received here what my
soul was looking for since
decades, a journey
towards wholeness and
healing. Harriët is a
competent and loving
teacher and guide through
this journey which is
definitely a turning point in
my life. A breakthrough to
fully embracing self-love in
all aspects of my life and
truly recommendable for
everybody.’
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~ Alexandra, Germany
The Mary Magdalene Magical Months, online program, October 2018 – May 2019

Harriët truly walks her talk
‘Harriët enables growth and development in a very natural and supporting manner. She
invites you to share and shares herself as well, honest, subtle, clear and very inspiring.
Harriët truly walks & lives her talk! This retreat was a truly beautiful experience. Thanx
Harriët.’
– Astrid, the Netherlands
Divine Plan Retreat, South of France, June 2018
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Details & Registration
Investment in Your Sacred Feminine Vessel
We invite you to see the retreat fee as an investment in your Sacred Feminine Vessel. The
full fee for this priceless sacred initiation to The Magdala Within, the unique retreat and the
four months of energetic preparation is €2,222.22 euro. Remember, space is limited to eight
women, so we can create a more personalized experience. The spiritual meaning of 222 is
creative new beginnings – it indicates that a new cycle of growth and expansion is about to
start in your life.
You will share a double room (2 beds) with one other participant.
Extra fee for a single room: €250 euro.
Just to be clear, the retreat fee does not include your flight and transport to and from Kibbutz
Inbar, which you will arrange yourself.

Registration
Registration is only valid after payment is received. You can register through the web shop of
the Divine Plan Healing School by making a deposit of €555.55 or €1,111.11 euro, or by
paying the full amount at once.
If needed, we are happy to make a payment plan with you. Please be aware that for each
instalment we will need to add €25 euro for administration costs. To honour the Universal
Law of Balance in Exchange, the full fee needs to be received by the 15th of January, so your
vessel will be able to integrate all necessary energetic preparations in time.

Arrival Date
To enjoy and participate fully in the retreat, we request that all participants arrive in this
magical area by Thursday the 19th at the latest. We want you to be fully ‘landed’ and at
ease when the retreat begins. We also request that you attend our opening Meet & Greet
dinner on Thursday night the 19th at 6 pm and ask you to arrive between 3 and 4pm in
Kibbutz Inbar.
Cancellation Policy
After you register through our web shop:
 If you cancel before the 15th of January, we will keep €350 euro in administration
costs.
 If you cancel between 15th of January and the 15th of February, we will keep 50% of
your fee.
 If you cancel after the 15th of February the full fee will be charged and you will
receive no refund.
 If you leave during the retreat, you will not receive a refund.
 In the event of force majeure (unforeseen conditions), the Divine Plan Healing School
is entitled to cancel the retreat.
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Transport
Israel is a tiny country and Kibbutz Inbar is only a 1 hour 40 minute drive from Tel Aviv
airport (Ben Gurion). Driving in Israel is straight forward, the road signs are easy to
understand and all wordings are written in our Latin alphabet. Also, at the airport you can
take a train to Karmiël and from there a 15 min. taxi drive.
Questions
To ask any questions, please contact Harriët at: retreat@divineplanhealingschool.org.
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HARRIËT IS LOOKING FORWARD
TO AWAKENING THE MAGDALA WITHIN YOU
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Who is Harriët?
‘I was born in 1963 and live in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. I studied
Cultural Anthropology, attained a second degree in Journalism, had a
career as a journalist, editor and author, and then ended up in crisis. My
breakdown became my breakthrough, but it took years to reconnect
with my soul and its longings.
Nowadays I am the Heart of the Divine Plan Healing School, Mother of
the Divine Plan Healing System, Teacher of the Emerald Heart School of
Enlightenment and Channel of The Mary Magdalene Light. I serve people
all over the world with distant healings and online consultations,
trainings and events.
My healing path led me to become a Reiki Master and ThetaHealer and complete 5 years of therapist
training at the Barbara Brennan School of Healing. Then I discovered The Emerald Heart School of
Enlightenment and finally felt my soul had come home. My life’s missions are to bring The Emerald
Heart Light and The Mary Magdalene Light into the world, and to help people to step into their
unique blueprint, onto their path and into their gentle power.’
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The Divine Plan Healing School is not aligned with any religion and open to all.
We are a global school and offer tools for personal and spiritual development. This includes
a simple healing method to bring you into your flow and unlock your unique life plan – the
reason why you came to earth. That is the divine aspect. Connecting with who you really are
– the divine and best version of yourself.
If you are having deep seated mental problems like psychosis or psychological disorders, we
do not recommend participating in our retreat. Your well-being and health are your full
responsibility and this includes the choice of taking healing of any modality.
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